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Do You Feel Safer Today Than You Did 10 Years Ago?
Violance, Rapes, Murder? 

Dayton, Ohio, 07.11.2022, 17:51 Time

USPA NEWS - The latest statistics on Human Trafficking show it now generates $150 billion annually. The annual revenue of cocaine
is $130 billion, Heroine, $110 billion. Human Trafficking now earns 42% as much as the entire narcotics industry, $150 billion. In the
narcotics world in the US generates $360 billion a year.  

Do you feel safer? Statistic in America show sexual assault occur every 68 seconds. Approximately 463,000 rapes per year in the US.
1 out of 6 women an attempted assault takes place. 14.8% of those are completed, 2.8% attempted. As for men, 3% of men are
attempted, 1of 33 completed.
What's happening on our college campuses today?Annually, 26.4% of the females at college today will experience some type of
sexual assault, 6.8% of men will experience some type of sexual assault. During the total time attending college, 19-27% of college
women will experience sexual assault. Many of the assaults that take placer usually alcohol related. However there are those that are
not.

Sexual assault continues to grow as a major problem in this country. Violence and trafficking numbers are growing exponentially.As
part of the trafficking the drug trade, many times hundreds of young women, including runways are held captive by organized crime
members and gangs are often tattooed by their captors so they can be identified and returned if they try to escape. Sometimes the
tattoos are literally bar codes, and sometimes the victims are branded or scarred like animals.

There is one company that has developed new technologies to help protect and alert the authorities quickly as well as their friends and
buddies. The Safe4R Technology has been aggressively tested in several categories by those work in special forces, recovery of
persons, human trafficking, and daily fighting to rescue those taken captive. The technology passed every criteria and met every
expectation. This technology is now being made available to the general public.
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